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No other country has quite this record of disproportionate expenditures. No other
country ever dreamed of this great wealth.We are not at a loss in our society for
the know-how. We have the resources. We are at a loss for the will. The crisis is not
 in our cities, ladies and
gentlemen. The crisis is in
our hearts, the kind of
human beings we are.
Our sin, then, is the
sin of omission
and not of
commission,
and into
that
vacuum
have
rushed
the
prop-
hets of 
doom, the
violent
people, the
vicious people
who hate, and
they have come all
too often around the
world to be the voice
of America. So it is in-
creasingly in our society
today. We are skilled in the
art of making war; we are unskilled in the art of making peace. We are proficient
in the art of killing, particularly the good people; bad people are in no danger in
this country. As a profession, you ought to be taking stands on these kinds of things
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about small center

about the fellowship

The Albert and Tina Small Center for Collaborative Design is the 
community design center of the Tulane School of Architecture. Small 
Center believes that innovative solutions to the most pressing problems 
facing our communities lie in giving voice to the residents who live 
here. Partner organizations bring their project ideas to us and we 
bring our design expertise to bear in collaboration; supporting New 
Orleans residents in imagining and pursuing projects that strengthen 
neighborhoods and contribute to a city shaped by its residents.

The Small Center Public Interest Design fellowship is an eight week 
summer intensive. The fellowship is an opportunity for students to put 
their education into practice by advancing community-based projects 
engaging and networking with designers and architects and working with 
the Small Center team to continue to challenge and evolve our field. The 
2019 Fellowship would not be possible without the generous support of 
Morris Adjmi and Associates, William and Jane Sizeler, and Eskew Dumez 
+ Ripple.
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meet the FELLOWS 
Field Trip: Rural Studio Kitchen
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This fellowship has been a great opportunity to re-think the way I design.  I 
learned a lot about the collaborative aspects of design and how to engage 
with community in a meaningful way.  Never before have I worked on a project 
where the sense of community and genuine care was so palpable.  Working 
on site during Farmacia gave me a deeper understanding of the community 
that can exist if you make an effort to genuinely engage people with design.   

I also learned a lot through our discussions in the Racism and Real Estate 
project.  I was shocked about the extent to which racist real estate policies 
have shaped not only our built environment, but also the quality of life for 
many Americans.  I hope to use what I learned to shape our built environment 
in a positive way that helps undo, not reinforce, what has been done in the 
past. 

abby
boedigheimer
M.ARCH  | 5TH YEAR
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I would recommend the public interest design fellowship to any student who 
has an interest in using  design and design thinking as a strong tool to help 
communities. It is a rich experience full of learning and hands-on work that 
will make you a sensible, better designer and human being. To be a builder, 
along with the sensibility of understanding one’s community is very important. 
I want to continue a career path in public interest design because the ability to 
help people in need of design services who wouldn’t otherwise have access 
is an important value of mine. I’m looking forward to practicing and learning 
from different locations around the globe, working in studios that apply a 
community design-build approach. I would like to go back to Puerto Rico with 
new eyes and help communities in the way I have done as a fellow. 

There were several moments this summer I will remember forever. Some 
of these include being able to lift heavy 4x4 steel tubes frames as a team 
and successfully position them to achieve our design goals, attending the 
Association for Community Design Conference 2019 in Greenwood, MS; and 
sitting at a conference table and having discussions of the realities of racism 
in real estate.

chewys
parra-paulino

M.ARCH 1 | 2ND YEAR
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The degree of agency and power that comes with physically engaging 
in design-build practice is almost indescribable. To labor over an idea, a 
sketch, a concept, and then to see it materialize inspires a renewed faith in 
architecture’s ability to change the world. As we worked to build the Farmacia, 
I was refreshingly reminded of how immediate, how urgent, and how impactful 
design can be. 

The fellowship also pushed me to refine and deepen my conception of how 
best architecture can be utilized as a tool for a progressive vision of social 
justice. At times, working in the abstract realm of academic studio projects, it 
can be frustrating trying to seek out strategies for activist architecture. I often 
wonder if there are formal, or aesthetic, or stylistic choices that can make a 
project anti-racist, anti-poverty, or liberatory. But what I learned in the fellowship 
is that what matters most is who architects, as critical agents, ally with. 

Architects, at the end of the day, are builders. Building a socially just world 
means devoting ourselves to hard work, alongside and in solidarity with so 
many others who are doing the same. We must weave ourselves into matrices 
of activists fighting for collective liberation. And to get it done, we’ve got to get 
our hands a little dirty—and maybe break a nail or two—along the way.

griffin
daly
M.ARCH | 5TH YEAR
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hannah 
bannister

M.ARCH  | 5TH YEAR

Working alongside community leaders to co-design and build a space 
challenged me this summer. I realized, as we were sketching out ideas, that the 
outcome of these sketches would be physically part of a community and that 
we would actually have to put the structure together. The concrete reality of 
the design-build pushed me to think through co-design methods, connection 
details, and processes of construction that I previously had not considered. 
Working alongside community partners solidified the project and made me 
consider the impact of the architecture we were creating. I hope that Farmacia 
grows alongside the community as people begin to gather, garden, and learn 
together there.

I am so grateful that I had the opportunity to work with, converse with, and 
learn from some amazing people this summer. Firstly,  I must thank the other 
fellows and the Small Center staff. We encouraged each other to think bigger 
and delve deeper with everything that we did. Secondly, I must thank the wide 
range of partners throughout the fellowship, who helped us learn more about 
this city and its underlying social and political structures. The connections I 
made this summer helped me realize that there are multiple paths in the field 
of architecture and design that can expand upon my passion for social justice.
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maddison
wells
M.ARCH 1 | 2ND YEAR

I believe that architects not only have a responsibility to design and create 
space, but that we must also start a conversation about what space should 
and needs to be. Design is a very collaborative process and I could not have 
chosen a better group of fellows to collaborate with. Together we explored 
the challenges of fabrication, navigated through the complex history of race 
and place, and ultimately created a beautiful space for a local community. The 
projects we completed have only increased my dedication to using architecture 
as a social and political tool. Architecture, along with its policies, has the power 
to implement long lasting positive or negative effects on anyone who interacts 
with space. 

After this summer, public interest and community engagement will continue to 
be the driving force of my architectural design and practice. Every day I learned 
more about how design can be used to achieve equity while also acquiring 
new skills. The schematic process of each project was what I was most familiar 
with and comfortable doing; however, being in the field and constructing a 
project has given me a newfound respect for details and building fabrication. 
The fellowship has also expanded my thoughts on how to analyze, digest, and 
graphically redistribute information. 
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taylor
scott

M.ARCH  | 5TH YEAR

The Public Interest Design Fellowship provided me with the opportunity to 
learn more about the City of New Orleans and greater Mississippi Delta region 
at a variety of scales. As a designer, uncovering the nuanced interrelations of 
people, place, and culture at a neighborhood scale was key to a successful 
project. As a design team, we learned the value of investigation, collaboration, 
and communication as we worked alongside our community partners. 

At a regional scale, our group field trip through the Mississippi Delta allowed for 
team bonding and cultural enrichment. I now have a greater understanding of 
how geography can play a significant role in shaping the history, culture, and 
built environment of a region. Throughout our journey we met with passionate 
social-impact designers and community leaders striving to connect people 
and place. As architects we must remember that not only are we designers, 
but also advocates for the communities that we serve. My main takeaway as 
a PID fellow: always remember to design with empathy and inclusiveness.
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Field Trip: Lyons Park,Rural Studio
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the farmacia
urban agriculture
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about the project
The FARMacia Wellness Hub is a signature initiative of NewCorp, Inc.’s 7th Ward Revitalization Project (7WRP) that will 
focus on the intersection between urban agriculture and medicine for community wellness. The Small Center Public 
Interest Design Fellows collaborated with NewCorp to design and build a structure at the FARMacia for classes, meetings, 
and communal gathering. 

The space is defined by steel frames in the silhouette of a typical shotgun house, referencing the neighborhood’s history 
and heritage. Sited on a lot that was once the home of Dr. Thelma Coffey Boutte, a trailblazer who was New Orleans’ first 
Black female physician, the Farmacia has a sense of history and rootedness.

The design for the structure further evokes the experience of a shotgun home in its transition from front to back. The entry 
faces the street. Like a porch, it is a more public, open space to step in, meet neighbors, and chat with friends. The rear 
of the structure is denser, more shaded, and further removed. It offers a space to settle in, get comfortable, and rest or 
gather for storytelling or classes around health and wellness.

The cladding for the structure further emphasizes its typological reference and the themes of intergenerationality and 
rootedness. Upon the steel frames, rope and wood panels rhythmically fill the gaps. Towards the back, they become 
denser, offering more shade and privacy. The choice of natural materials gives a warm, inviting, earthy feel. Further, the 
rope invites future growth of vines, allowing the structure to evolve and grow over time.

The fellows cut, welded, primed, and painted the steel frames; installed them on site, digging footings and pouring 
concrete foundations; and installed the intricate rope and wood cladding pattern. We hope that use of the structure grows 
in the future as neighbors begin to garden and gather together.
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design process
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The fellows explored other Small Center projects around the 
city of New Orleans to get a better sense of scale and material 
options.  After visiting several steel structures similar in scale to the 
Farmacia project, they decided to scale back the height from what 
they had previously planned.  They also discovered an interesting 
rope detail that they later adapted to the Farmacia project.

precedents: 
Redefining exterior spaces
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fabrication
from design to build
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seeking equity 
in design

in alabama, coastal louisiana and mississippi
Field Trip: Sub Rosa, Rural Studio
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in search of equity focused design interventions
During the last week of June the fellows had the opportunity to travel together, beginning at the 
Memorial for Peace and Justice in Montgomery, Alabama. The monument was somber, and one 
of the fellows remarked that it was the only time that they had seen slavery memorialized for 
the human tragedy that it was. Only a few blocks from the monument was the Legacy Museum. 
Housed in a former slave warehouse, the exhibits clearly shows the progression of codified racism 
from slavery through mass incarceration today.

Afterwards, the fellows traveled to Greensboro, Alabama, to tour Rural Studio projects, learning 
about how students are using project management, communication, and design skills to meet 
needs within the context of rural Alabama.  The trip culminated with the Association for Community 
Design Conference in Mississippi where  fellows heard from a wide-array of professionals engaged 
in community-based design. 

After returning from the trip, the fellows had a new lens with which to look at the second project 
of the fellowship: Racism and Injustice in Real Estate.
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racism and 
injustice 

in real estate
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The Racism and Injustice in Real Estate Postcard project encourages critical examination of the forces that shape our built 
environment. The project aims to expand knowledge about the history of discrimination in housing through visuals and 
text that highlight examples of policies, actions, and events. 

To begin, fellows dove deep into the history of racism and real estate in New Orleans and toured neighborhoods with 
historic redlining maps in hand, exploring the legacies of discriminatory lending practices. The group engaged in 
discussions around whiteness and white supremacy culture and how racism manifests in numerous ways. The fellows 
also met with community partners across multiple sectors to learn how an understanding of historic and contemporary 
discrimination informs their work. This along with policy research informed the development of an educational series of 
postcards.

Students researched and designed postcards on the following topics:

about the project

• Jim Crow

• The Chicago Freedom 
Movement

• 13th Amendment

• Seizure of Property

• Racial Covenants

• Gentrification

• Social Disparity in 
       The New Deal

• Area Description 
Surveys

• Exclusionary Zoning
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design process
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Nothing is done in a vacuum. 

All architecture is inherently political. All 
architecture makes a statement and an 
impact. It is our duty as architects to think 
about how our actions segregate, eradicate, 
and perpetuate.”

- Hannah Bannister, 2019 Public Interest Design Fellow

“
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special thanks to
andreanecia morris
john sullivan
samantha Romain
Melissa Lee
Nik Richard
colin Oliver
Alicia oliver
brittany mitchell
asha mcdowell-sellers
toni dimaggio
emily parsons
pamela broom
vaughn fauria
Caleb Munson

Funding provided by:
Eskew Dumez Ripple
Morris Adjmi + associates
William and Jane Sizeler

To support the Public Interest Design 
Summer Fellowship, please contact 
ayoachim@tulane.edu
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1725 BARONNE ST.
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70113

SMALL.TULANE.EDU
504.314.2330 |  BARONNE@TULANE.EDU


